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Professional Web Design: Techniques and Templates (CSS & XHTML), Third Edition (Charles River Media Internet)Charles River, 2008
Learning CSS technology and continually improving one’s design and developer skills is essential for every Web designer. Professional Web Design: Techniques and Templates (CSS and XHTML), Third Edition educates beginning-to-intermediate Web designers on crucial design issues through general discussion, case studies, and helpful tips and...
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The SIM Guide to Enterprise ArchitectureCRC Press, 2009

	It is amusing that the first part of this book to be read is the last part to be written.
	It provides, however, an opportunity to share with you a little about how writing
	and editing this book has changed my thinking not just about enterprise architecture
	(EA), or about the role of information technology (IT) and IT professionals in...
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How to Make People Like You in 90 Seconds or LessWorkman Publishing Company, 2000


	I first discovered the secrets of getting along with

	people during my career as a fashion and advertising

	photographer. Whether it was working with a single

	model for a page in Vogue or 400 people aboard a ship to

	promote a Norwegian cruise line, it was obvious that for

	me photography was more about clicking with people...
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Routledge Handbook of Public DiplomacyRoutledge, 2008
The Routledge Handbook of Public Diplomacy provides a comprehensive overview of public diplomacy and national image and perception management, from the efforts to foster pro-West sentiment during the Cold War to the post-9/11 campaign to "win the hearts and minds" of the Muslim world. Editors Nancy Snow and Philip Taylor...
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OpenX Ad Server: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	OpenX is the world's leading independent ad server and it provides you with the simple tools you need to make money from advertising. Although OpenX is a fast, robust ad serving solution to power all of your digital advertising, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics and build an advertising system that meets your needs...
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Social Media Metrics: How to Measure and Optimize Your Marketing InvestmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The only guide devoted exclusively to social media metrics


	Whether you are selling online, through a direct sales force, or via distribution channels, what customers are saying about you online is now more important than your advertising. Social media is no longer a curiosity on the horizon but a significant part of your...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Starting an eBay Business, 2nd Edition (Complete Idiot's Guide to...(Computer))Alpha, 2008
The buck starts here! 

 eBay® is the Internet’s premier auction site and everyone’s favorite place to shop. It’s also the place to start a business and make money from the comfort of one’s home. Completely revised, this new edition will help readers create the eBay® business they...
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Marketing Without AdvertisingNolo, 2001
           Milton Moskowitz, co-author, 100 Best Companies to Work for in America
   There are good ideas here on every page... the nitty-gritty steps you need to—and can—take to generate sales...      

       Business Life
 ...straightforward advice on how to...
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101 Ways to Promote Your Tourism Business Web Site (101 Ways series)Maximum Press, 2008
Full of practical, proven techniques and step-by-step strategies, this informative resource teaches internet tourism businesses how to attract visitors and convert them into paying customers. With a design that allows each chapter to stand on its own, the book provides easy and immediate implementation...
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Mastering Digital Photography and ImagingSybex, 2004
"A must-read for those who want to enhance their digital photography experience."
    —George Schaub, Editorial Director, Shutterbug and eDigitalPhoto magazines
    With a three or more megapixel digital camera or a good scanner, affordable image-editing software, and a photo-realistic printer, you have...
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Encyclopedia of Twentieth-Century Photography (3 Volumes)Routledge, 2005
Photography is an international cultural form, practice, and profession. Encompassing art, advertising, journalism, fashion, commercial, political, and everyday photography, the field of photography also includes chemical processes, mechanical inventions, equipment, industries, movements, techniques, terms and concepts. In addition, photography has...
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Light: Science and Magic: An Introduction to Photographic LightingFocal Press, 1997
This highly respected text, now in paperback, has been thoroughly updated and revised. It introduces a logical theory of photographic lighting --- one that teaches beginning photographers to predict results before setting up lights. This is not primarily a how-to book with only set examples for photographers to follow. Rather, Light: Science and...
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